Abstract. Let X be a Banach space and GL(X) its general linear group. Let · denote the operator norm and "w" the pointwise convergence topology on GL(X). Is the identity map (GL(X), · ) → (GL(X), w) a homotopy equivalence? The answer is negative. One of the possible counterexamples is a well-known James space J-the "space of counterexamples in Banach spaces theory".
1.
We start with the problem raised in LS 16 (79 LS 15) (see [1, 2] ). Let X be a Banach space and GL(X) its general linear group. Let · denote the operator norm and "w" the pointwise convergence topology on GL(X). Is the identity map (GL(X), · ) → (GL(X), w) a homotopy equivalence?
The answer is negative. One of the possible counterexamples is a well-known James space J-the "space of counterexamples in Banach spaces theory" [5] :
where supremum is taken over all finite sets of indices p = {p (1), . . . , p(m)} ⊂ N and over all m ∈ N. The group (GL(J), · ) is homotopically equivalent to the group GL(R) = R\{0} (see [3] ). In this article we show that (GL(J), w) is a connected topological space. We would remind the reader that the general linear group is not a topological group in pointwise convergence topology.
Theorem 1. The topological space (GL(J), w) is an arcwise connected space.
This theorem has a generalization for a large class of Banach spaces (see section 3 below).
2.
The space J has a Schauder basis:
We define projections P m as follows:
x n e n , P m : J→J.
for any x from J. Next, we define the right R and left L translations:
Then R n ≤ 2 for any n ∈ N; lim n L n x = 0 for any x ∈ J or, equivalently, w-lim n L n = 0. We begin a proof of Theorem 1 with the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let
T n (e i ) =      e i if i = n, i = n + 1, e n+1 if i = n, e n if i = n + 1.
Then there exists a continuous mapping
Proof. Let t ∈ [0, 1]. We define the operator α t : -α t (e n ) = e n for any n > 3; -on span{e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } the operator α t has a matrix
It is easy to check that α t ∈ L(J), m
, α t is a continuous mapping (in fact, in uniform topology) and
In an analogous manner we may connect T 2 with T 3 , T 3 with T 4 , and so on. The analytic expression of such an analogy may be written in the form If t 0 ∈ [0, +∞]\{0, 1, 2, . . . }, then a continuity α at the point t 0 is a consequence of a continuity α at the point t 0 − [t 0 ] ∈ [0, 1).
If t → n − 0, then
If t → n + 0, then
Now, if t 0 = ∞, then for any x ∈ J and for any t ∈ [n, n + 1)
Note that any compact (in w-topology) set of operators is a norm bounded set of operators. Thus Lemma 1 is proved. 
Lemma 2. Let A ∈ GL(J) and
Then β 0 is a continuous mapping because the multiplication in the w-topology is a continuous operation for factors from a norm bounded set of operators. Furthermore β 0 0 = A 1 and β
1 is a continuous mapping and
At the nth step define β n by the formula
where
We define a continuous mapping
It is easy to see that
or, in the matrix form,
We have w-lim n β n−1 n = A, w-lim t α = 1, and w-lim t β
To end the proof of Lemma 2 we define
by the equality β t = β 
For t ∈ [n, n + 1) we define
The operator γ n has the following matrix form:
The proof that we have a continuous mapping
with γ 0 = A and γ ∞ = 1| J is completely analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.
3.
The above construction may be generalized.
Definition. Let E and B be Banach spaces. We say that E is a B-divisible space iff: (a) there exist disjoint projections
(b) there exist isomorphisms τ k : ImF k → B such that right and left translations R and L are continuous (in norm topology) operators: The definition of B-divisibility is similar to the definition of infinite divisibility (see [3] ). In fact the construction of the proof of Theorem 1 is similar to the construction of Wong [4] . More precisely it is an analogue of the construction of Wong in the category of Banach spaces.
